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A novel test rig for friction parameters measurement on
underplatform dampers

C. Gastaldia,∗, Teresa M. Berrutia, Muzio M. Golaa

aPolitecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129, Torino, Italy

Abstract

The focus of this paper is on the direct experimental investigation of un-

derplatform dampers, friction damping devices used on turbine bladed disks to

limit resonant vibrations. Given the nonlinear and highly complex nature of

dry friction, model validation of bladed disks with underplatform dampers still

relies heavily on experimental verification, which is typically performed using

the Frequency Response Function.

This paper is the authors’ most recent effort to increase the understanding of

friction and damper mechanics by gathering experimental evidence directly at

the blade platform/damper interface.

A new test rig for frequencies and contact pressures in line with real working

conditions has been developed. The geometry of the test rig and its technical

features are described in detail in the paper. The dedicated experimental ev-

idence thus obtained is used to estimate (not tune) contact parameters. The

influence of frequency, centrifugal load and of the flat-on-flat contact interface

morphology is highlighted. Results are compared with those gathered using

similar dampers on a different test rig. Contact parameters are then be fed

to a state-of-the-art numerical code for the prediction of the dynamic response

of friction damped systems. The experimental-numerical comparison is used

as validation and as a basis to investigate the simulation sensitivity to contact

parameters variability.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

CF Centrifugal Force on the damper

k Contact stiffness

β Damper rotation5

∆F Dynamic variation of the generic force component F, i.e. without

the mean static component

µ Friction coefficient

F Generic Force

d Generic in-plane displacement10

u Horizontal (≈tangent to the bladed disk) displacement

H Horizontal (≈tangent to the bladed disk) force

N Normal contact force

n Normal displacement at the contact

T Tangential contact force15

t Tangential displacement at the contact

w Vertical (≈radial) displacement

V Vertical (≈radial) force

Additional Subscripts

eq Equivalent, referred to overall damper performance20

L Left damper-platform contact, i.e. flat-on-flat
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R Right damper-platform contact, i.e. cylinder-on-flat

Acronyms

FRF Frequency Response Function

HBM Harmonic Balance Method25

IP In Phase

OOP Out of Phase

UPD UnderPlatform Damper

1. Introduction

The dynamic design of turbine bladed disks has evolved over the years by30

including, in the dynamic numerical models, the friction dissipation due to the

interfaces between different turbine elements. These elements can be integral

part of the blades such as shrouds or interlocked tip platforms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9], or, as an alternative, they can be external devices such as underplatform

dampers (UPDs) [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].35

The UPDs are metal masses inserted between the blades, pushed against the

blade platforms by the centrifugal force. The design of UPDs has been ex-

tensively investigated in the past 15 years both as ”solid dampers” in several

shapes, i.e. cylindrical, curved flat, wedge [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28],

and as flexible dampers, namely strip dampers or seal dampers [29, 30, 31].40

Experimental investigation in the field of friction damping prediction is usually

performed for two main objectives:

• estimate contact parameters;

• gather experimental data (e.g. FRF response) to validate the results of

numerical simulation tools.45
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These two objectives are typically pursued on different test rigs. The first ob-

jective is in most cases addressed through single contact test arrangements[32,

33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. However, the significant limitation of single contact test

results is that they do not reveal the dependence of contact parameters on the

real damper contact conditions.50

The most common test rig architecture to tackle the second objective is com-

posed by one damper placed between two blades excited with a shaker [19, 11,

38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. A modified architecture is used in [43, 44] in which two

dampers are in contact with the different platforms of the same test blade. The

other side of the damper is in contact with a stiffer structure called dummy55

blade. In [26] the dummy blade is substituted with force sensor to measure

contact forces.

In all these experimental setups the centrifugal load acting on the damper is

simulated by dead weights attached to the damper through wires and pulleys

arrangement or solid strips. In a more complex test rig [15] a 24 blades assembly60

is excited with a rotating force to investigate the damper behavior at different

nodal diameters of the disk. Dampers are loaded with dead weights as well.

Dampers are loaded in a more realistic way if tests are performed using rotating

disks[45, 16].

It is interesting to remark a growing interest in using damper kinematics as a65

means to better understand contact conditions. In [19] a laser measurement

of damper kinematics is also introduced much in the way already adopted by

AERMEC in 2010 [38] and used throughout its following papers [46, 47, 48, 49].

This signals a growing interest in improving the fidelity of damper modeling

and to rigorously assess processes needed for reliable predictions.70

However, all the previously cited experimental setups mainly study the overall

effect of the damper on the blade in terms of vibration amplitude reduction and

resonant frequency shift. This black-box like approach is functional to evaluate

the capability of the damper to reduce resonant displacements but it does not

allow a better understanding of the behavior of the damper, nor the estimation75

of its contact parameters.
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What differentiates these authors’ approach in damper testing is the will to add

knowledge to the field by gathering direct experimental evidence at the damper-

platform interface. The first Piezo Damper rig, first presented in [50] and fully

described in [46] allows for platform displacements and forces to be directly80

measured; a laser arrangement is added that measures damper displacements

and rotations, relating them to platform displacements and contact forces. This

dedicated experimental evidence was, and still is, believed to be the most accu-

rate way to determine contact parameters (tangential contact stiffness, friction

coefficients).85

In this paper the authors present a new test rig for the direct experimental

investigation and contact parameter estimation of UPDs. As in the previous

test rig [46], contact forces, damper rotation are directly measured by imposing

a relative displacement at the two platforms. Unlike its predecessor it is now

possible to reach frequencies and contact pressures in line with real UPDs work-90

ing conditions. Furthermore, unlike single contact test arrangements, it unveils

the influence of contact interface kinematics, normal load variation during the

cycle, etc.

Section 2 gives a full description of the new test rig, while its experimental ca-

pabilities and a sample of results is shown in Sect. 3. Section 4 summarizes95

the contact parameter estimation procedure, with a particular focus on the tan-

gential contact stiffness. Values extracted from different dampers are compared

and checked for sample-to-sample variability. The influence of the contact sur-

face configuration and that of imposed contact pressure are highlighted in Sect.

5. This contribution marks a definite improvement with respect to previous100

works[46]. The contact parameter thus derived are then fed to a state-of-the-art

damper numerical model in Sect. 7: the independent experimental-numerical

comparison confirms the soundness of the contact parameter estimation proce-

dure.
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Figure 1: Overview of the test rig and details: (a) picture of the assembled rig (b) close-

up picture on the damper and dummy platforms (c) sketch of the main components of the

assembled rig and (top right) functional scheme of the rig.

2. Test rig description105

The test rig depicted in Fig. 1 is composed of three main parts:,

1. INPUTs: a moving part (13) representing the left blade platform, con-

nected to a piezo-actuator (6) which serves as input motion to the system

2. OUTPUT: a fixed part (main components 8-14) representing the right

blade platform, connected to two force sensors (10) which measure the110

contact forces transmitted between the platforms, through the damper.

3. the interposed under platform damper (15) , held in contact with the

platforms by means of a set of wires and pulleys, to reproduce the effect

of the centrifugal force.

As shown in the function scheme in Fig. 1c, components 1-8 (left block) provide115

the input motion to the system, while the goal of components 9-14 is to measure

the in-plane contact forces. The test rig is designed to replicate the mechan-

ics of underplatform dampers subjected to blade bending modes, i.e. in-plane
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displacements. Torsional modes producing significant out-of-plane platform-

damper displacements would require a different experimental set-up. The test120

rig is capable of reproducing in-plane platform displacements corresponding to

the so-called In-Phase (IP: vertical relative motion between the platforms) and

Out-of-Phase (OOP: horizontal relative motion) blade bending modes1, as de-

picted in Fig. 2. A simple rigid 90◦ rotation of parts (1)-(6) allows switching

from IP to OOP motion. The test rig assembly investigated in the present paper125

and shown in Fig. 1 is for imposing IP displacements, since this is the blade

motion condition closer to the reference cases of interest in service known to

the authors. The mechanical components connected to the motion generation

and transmission block are: the left intermediate plate (1), the piezo-holder (2)

which hosts the piezo-actuator (6) and a mechanism (5) designed to transfer130

the desired displacement from the piezo stack to the left platform insert (8),

connected to (5) by means of the insert holder (7). The piezo holder and the

motion transmission mechanism are rigidly connected together and both display

vertical slots (3) to adjust the vertical position of the overall left block (compo-

nents 1 to 8). They are fixed by means of bolts to the left intermediate plate135

(1), which is equipped with horizontal slots (4) which are used to regulate the

horizontal position of the left block with respect to the right block (components

9-14). Component 1 is fixed to the optical table by means of bolts. These

vertical and horizontal adjustments allow the rig to host dampers and platform

inserts of different dimensions and shape.140

The left platform block (5), connected to the motion transmission mechanism,

carries the left-platform insert (9), which can be manufactured using different

materials and angles to investigate multiple damper-platforms configurations.

Parts (5) and (9) are connected by means of bolts: their relative motion has

been measured using a differential laser head and found to be negligible (i.e.145

1Combinations of the two modes of vibration are possible but would require a slight change

in the experimental set-up, i.e. with reference to Fig. 1 components n.1 and 7 would have to

be re-machined.
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Figure 2: Schematic showing how the absolute platform kinematics (left) in case of IP and

OOP motion is transformed into relative platform kinematics (middle) and finally simulated

changing the test rig configuration (right).

≤ 0.05 µm.)

Moreover the insert can be equipped with a set of protrusions or tracks, which

have a double function. They localize the contact along the damper axis and

they ensure the ability to reach high contact pressures using moderate loads on

the damper (see also Fig.3).150

2.1. Motion transmission mechanism design

Particular attention was paid to the design of the motion transmission mech-

anism since it has two important functions: transmit the motion without intro-

ducing spurious components and protect the piezo from undesirable loads.

A parallel mechanism was chosen due its adequate resolution, low level of para-155

sitic forces, motion smoothness and zero backslash. The parallel mechanism can
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Figure 3: Close-up on one of the platform inserts showing the controlled length tracks and

the wear traces on the contact surface.

be seen in Fig. 1a, connecting the fixed part (on the left) and the movable part

(on the right) of component (5). Both analytical calculations and FE analysis

were used to achieve the required stiffness and keep the additional mass to a

minimum. In fact, this is not a resonant rig, and it is therefore desirable to work160

as far as possible from the rigs internal resonances. If the operating frequency

became too close to one of the rigs internal resonances, components of the test

rig may start to oscillate polluting the recorded force and displacement signals.

According to FE calculations later verified by experimental modal analysis, the

first resonant frequency of the rig is set at 779 Hz and sees the motion transmis-165

sion mechanism bending out of its plane. The experimenter was able to reach

up to 550 Hz with a reasonably clean signal. The frequency-limitation is in-

stead set by the piezo actuator, whose performance deteriorates with increasing

frequency ( practical limit at 350 Hz).

2.2. Force measurement mechanism design170

The force measurement device is designed to accurately measure the contact

forces acting on the damper. This device is composed of:

• the right-platform insert (14), in contact with the damper (15): it can

be manufactured in different shapes (to test different platform angles)

and different materials. As in the case of the insert connected to the left175

platform this insert too can be equipped with protrusions to localize the

contact along the damper axis and increase the contact pressure;
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• two uniaxial piezoelectric force sensors (10) to measure the in-plane con-

tact forces;

• a device to transmit the load from the right-platform insert to the force180

sensors (11).

The static component of contact forces and force correction algorithm. Particu-

lar care was taken in the selection of the Piezoelectric force sensors. Two Kistler

9323AA load cells were finally chosen for their adequate load range and minimal

leakage. In fact, as pointed out in Sect. 3, both the static and dynamic compo-185

nents of the contact forces are essential to correctly estimate friction coefficients.

This choice marks a decisive improvement compared to the previous Piezo

Damper rig, whose load cells had an inadequate leakage rate, thus making

the load removal procedure necessary [51]. The present load cells still suffer

from leakage, however the rate is limited (≈ 0.1 mN/sec as measured by the190

authors) and, most importantly, repeatable and constant in time. This allowed

the authors to define a protocol to correct the static component of the force.

The force transmission mechanism. The device to transmit the load to the

force sensors, shown in Fig. 1b, is made of two perpendicular slender bodies

for each force sensor (9). The slender bodies are stiff along the axial direction195

and flexible in the transverse direction (axial to transverse stiffness ratio >100).

The force sensor at the end of each slender body measures the axial force.

This particular geometry was chosen to decouple the two force components,

thus avoiding any cross talk, while still ensuring a good performance in the

frequency range of interest. A careful parametric study was carried out to select200

the optimal configuration (i.e. the best trade-off between force decoupling and

high-frequency performance). More details about this matter can be found in

[26].
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3. A sample of results

Each experimental nominal condition - identified by a specific damper, ex-205

citation frequency, centrifugal load and direction and amplitude of motion - is

investigated through the cross-comparison of a series of quantities (force-related

and kinematic).

The force signal at the cylinder-on-flat contact is recorded at each experiment.

This signal can be later decomposed into its components (e.g. horizontal and210

vertical HR and VR or tangential and normal to the contact TR and NR). Simi-

larly, for each experiment, the flat-on-flat contact force resultant and its position

are derived using the damper equilibrium of forces and moments shown in Fig.

4a. Two differential laser heads can be simultaneously applied to measure rel-

evant kinematic quantities, such as the relative platform displacement or the215

platform-to-damper tangential relative displacement (as in Fig. 4b-c). Further

details can be found in [52].

Relevant quantities are then organized into diagrams. The complete list of all

observed and derived quantities represented in these diagrams, together with

their level of uncertainty, can be found in Table 1.220

Two dampers (A and B) are tested within the present experimental campaign.

Both of them are curved-flat (see also Fig. 2). Results from Damper A are used

as a demonstrator throughout the paper, while Sect. 6 will summarize results

coming from both dampers and compare them with results obtained on another

curve-flat damper tested on the first Piezo Damper rig. These dampers do not225

share the same set of platform angles, however they share similar kinematics,

i.e. stick-slip with negligible rolling motion, as all of them are pre-optimized

[25].

3.1. Testing conditions

The rig in the present configuration simulates a pure In Phase (IP) blade230

vibration, i.e. the relative motion between adjacent platforms is vertical as in

Fig. 2, i.e. a good approximation of EO excitations which produce a reasonably
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low (i.e. < 20◦) inter-blade phase angle. The piezo-electric actuator produces

a sinusoidal signal with a given amplitude. The range of amplitude explored

within this paper is ±[5-20] µm, the upper limit is defined as the amplitude of235

motion ensuring the damper reaches bilateral gross slip (condition necessary to

estimate friction coefficients).

Results shown here refer to dampers which have undergone a run-in process

(> 7 · 106 cycles before measurement2). Furthermore, all results refer to steady

state damper behaviour: as already observed in [46] every time an experiment240

is started, the hysteresis cycles (see Sect. 3.2) rapidly evolve towards a stable

and repeatable steady state configuration.

Typical contact pressures for asymmetrical curved-flat dampers range in the 2-4

MPa nominal contact pressure at the flat-on-flat contact interface. Correspond-

ing values of force per unit length can be found for the cylinder-on-flat contact245

interface. This is easily achieved, thanks to the particular shape of the platform

inserts (see Fig. 3) using (10-30) kg dead-weights to simulate the centrifugal

load. The effect of the centrifugal load on the damper performance is explored

in Sect. 3.3.

Important remark: the values indicated above refer to the nominal contact250

pressure, i.e. assuming that the contact is continuous all along the flat-on-flat

contact interface. It will be proven in Sect. 5 that this may not be true, thus

leading to non-uniform distribution of contact pressure across the contact inter-

face with local peaks.

Frequencies in the [50-300] Hz have been investigated, further details can be255

found in Sect. 3.4.

2It was observed in [52] that dampers’ contact parameters show a larger variability if

measured during the initial tests but reach stable and repeatable values within 5-6 million

cycles (all recorded values after this point lie scattered within the uncertainty bands). This

behaviour has been confirmed in the present case.
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Figure 4: a Scheme representing the right contact force measurement and the derivation of

the left contact force resultant. b Schematic of platform-to-platform hysteresis cycle relevant

quantities. c Schematic of platform-to-damper (local) hysteresis cycle relevant quantities.

Figure 5: a Platform-to-platform and platform-to-damper hysteresis cycles recorded at f= 100

Hz, centrifugal load CF= [8-20] kg and IP platform-to-platform imposed motion of ≈ ±20µm.
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3.2. Relevant diagrams

The Platform-to-platform hysteresis cycle is the diagram that best represents

the overall damper performance. The platform-to-platform hysteresis diagram

is capable of summarizing the effect of the damper between the blades, both260

in terms of stiffening and of damping effect. The relevant quantities recorded

to plot the IP platform-to-platform hysteresis cycle are shown in Fig. 4b. The

x axis of the diagrams shows the relative platform motion over one period of

vibration. In case of pure In Phase (IP) blade vibration this motion is purely

vertical. The y axis of the diagram shows the component of one of the con-265

tact forces (either left or right) aligned with the relative platform displacement

during one period of vibration. In the IP case the relevant force component is

the vertical one, here termed VR. Three examples of such platform-to-platform

hysteresis cycles for increasing centrifugal loads are shown in the first row of

Fig. 5 and one for increasing excitation frequencies in Fig. 6a.270

The area inside the platform-to-platform hysteresis curve represents the global

dissipated energy and its shape given an indication on the damper behaviour[53].

The shape of the cycles in Fig. 5 is regular, typical of a highly efficient stick-slip

pattern, compatible with the considerable imposed relative platform motion (i.e.

> ±20 µm).275

The platform-to-damper hysteresis cycles are shown in the second and third

row of Fig. 5. As described in Tab. 1, they plot the relative displacement at the

contact against the corresponding tangential component of the contact force.

The relative displacement at the contact is obtained by pointing the laser as280

described in Fig. 4c. The force is either directly measured (TR) or obtained

derived using the damper static equilibrium (TL). The platform-to-damper

hysteresis cycles will be used in Sect. 4 to estimate tangential contact stiffness

values.

285

Other relevant force-related quantities can be plotted as a function of time, as

in Fig. 7. They are used to determine contact states at a given instant in time
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and, if gross slip is present, to estimate friction coefficient values and estimate

pressure at the contact interface (see Sect. 5). Alternatively, forces can be

represented as vectors on the damper surface, as shown in Fig. 4a. In detail290

the left contact force resultant travels along the flat damper-platform surface

during the cycle. The position of the left contact force resultant has important

consequences on the contact pressure at the flat-on-flat interface (see Sect. 5)

and on the overall damper performance. Should the left contact force resul-

tant FL reach one of the edges of the flat contact surface, that edge will serve295

as a hinge and the damper will roll (a state known as lift-off), leading to a

large damper rotation. Lift-off is very detrimental for the damping efficiency as

demonstrated in previous works [25], and makes contact parameter estimation

difficult as further commented on in [54]. Thanks to an appropriate selection of

the damper cross-section shape and platform angles known as pre-optimization300

[25], the dampers investigated within this work do not suffer from this condition,

therefore their rotation signal is minimal.

3.3. The influence of the centrifugal force

Figure 5 shows the influence of centrifugal load on platform-to-platform and

platform-to-damper hysteresis cycles for a 100 Hz 20 µm sinusoidal IP input305

motion. The shape of the cycles is consistent and so is the damper kinematics

(rotation signal not shown for brevity). Considering the first row of Fig. 5

(platform-to-platform hysteresis), it is easy to identify the bilateral gross slip

portions of the cycles (i.e. flat segments)3. As expected the friction force limit

during bilateral gross slip increases with increasing centrifugal loads, i.e. cycles310

become increasingly ”taller”. Furthermore, the sliding distance during gross

slip (i.e. the length of the fairly flat portion of the cycles) decreases as a larger

portion of the period is spent in stick condition. It will be shown in Sect. 4-5

how the centrifugal load changes the contact pressure, thus affecting the contact

3The specific contact state of each interface during a specific portion of the cycle is deter-

mined as described in Sect. 4.1.
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stiffness values.315

3.4. The influence of excitation frequency

The comparison of both platform-to-platform and local hysteresis cycles

recorded on the same damper at different frequencies (Fig. 6) demonstrates

that, at least in the [10-300] Hz range, frequency does not influence neither the

damper behavior, and, as further commented on in Sect. 4, nor the contact320

parameter values.

Figure 6: Comparison of 100 Hz and 250 Hz : a. Platform-to-platform and b. Platform-to

damper hysteresis cycles obtained at CF=15 kg.

4. Estimation of contact parameters

One of the main goals of the present rig is to estimate contact parameters to

be fed to a numerical model of the UPD within a set of platforms, such as the

one described in [55]. The damper numerical model requires a description of325

the friction interface: the authors chose a state-of-the-art 2D macroslip contact

element[10], whose calibration parameters are normal and tangential contact

stiffness, here termed kn and kt and friction coefficient µ. One contact element

is used to represent the cylinder-on-flat contact, while the flat-on-flat contact

requires a minimum of two contact elements. As a result two sets of contact330
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parameters have to be determined, one for each contact interface4.

Figure 7: a.T/N force ratio b. local (cylinder on flat) hysteresis c. local (flat on flat) hysteresis

for CF= 15 kg, f= 100 Hz, imposed platform motion 20 µm

4.1. Friction coefficients

The damper contact states during one period of vibration are estimated

through the ratio of the total tangential and normal force components on the

left and right contact surfaces plotted as a function of time. An example can335

be found in Fig. 7a. Relevant points on the T/N diagram can be marked by

a symbol and a number. These points represent relevant transition of contact

states happening during the period of vibration. They are marked on the other

diagrams as well, thus serving as a reference.

The flat portions of each T/N line may indicate a slip phase on an interface -340

subject to cross-confirmation by other diagrams (i.e. Fig. 7b-c). As an example

the flat-on-flat TL/NL force ratio is approximately flat from stage 9 to 1: the

corresponding hysteresis cycle in Fig. 7b confirms the gross slip assumption since

the damper-platform relative motion during that same stage is considerable (>

7 µm). In such cases the ratio T/N will represent a friction coefficient under345

the assumption of classical Coulomb friction with a constant friction coefficient.

Conversely, if the T/N force ratio is changing in time then that interface will

be in stick condition.

4It is here assumed that all contact elements used to represent the flat-on-flat contact share

the same contact parameters.
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The analysis of the T/N force ratio diagram in Fig. 7a allows identifying the

gross slip stages, i.e. 6-7 and 9-1. The corresponding T/N force ratio signals350

during those stages are:

• Left interface(flat-on-flat): T/N6−7 ≈ 0.7− 0.9 and T/N9−1 ≈ 0.75;

• Right interface (cylinder-on-flat): T/N6−7 ≈ 0.85−1.1 and T/N9−1 ≈ 0.6;

These ratios can be considered friction coefficients since the associated damper-

to-platform relative displacement is non-negligible (see local hysteresis cycles in355

Fig. 7b-c). It can be concluded that:

• The friction coefficient at the flat-on flat interface µL ranges between 0.7

and 0.85, the slight difference between the two stages may be due to a

variety of factors (velocity at the contact, local surface condition, varying

normal load during sliding) and similar variability has been encountered360

throughout the experimental campaign.

• The friction coefficient at the cylinder-on-flat interface µR ranges between

0.6 and 0.75. Higher values evidenced at the end of stage 6-7 should not be

trusted as the corresponding normal contact force NR (see Fig. 8) reaches

very low values, thus introducing a larger uncertainty in the T/N values.365

Friction coefficients vary during the sliding phase and can be different in the

two sliding directions. The variation during sliding may be due to the fact that

during the particular stage of gross slip (6-7), the normal load is varying con-

tinuously. This may in turn change the local contact conditions during sliding

and therefore produce a variation of friction coefficient. As for the difference370

in sliding in the two directions it may be due to a variety of factors (different

normal load during the different portions of the cycle, higher uncertainty due

to low normal load) and/or different local surface conditions. The procedure

described above has been repeated for two different curved-flat dampers of the

same material and dimension and for different experimental nominal conditions375

(i.e. centrifugal load and frequency in the ranges discussed in sect. 3). Results
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are repeatable, all measured friction coefficients stay in the [0.6-0.8] range, with

some dispersion (σ2 in the [0.05-0.06] range for both interfaces) has been ob-

served. This moderate variability is not linked, to the authors knowledge, to a

specific change in experimental conditions as no clear trend could be observed.380

These results cross-confirm previous findings on similar dampers [56, 48] tested

using the first Piezo Damper Rig.

Figure 8: Normal contact forces in time for CF= 15 kg, f= 100 Hz, imposed platform motion

20 µm

4.2. Contact stiffness values

Figure 9: a Profile. b-c Representation of normal contact force and resulting contact pressure

at the flat-on-flat interface during selected stages (stages 2 and 8) of the period of vibration

for for CF= 15 kg, f= 100 Hz, imposed platform motion 20 µm

Normal contact stiffness can be found in the literature for cylinder-on-flat385

contacts[57, 58], while the stiffness related to flat-on-flat contacts is trickier
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to estimate, as shown in [28]. Fortunately, in the authors’ experience, normal

contact stiffness tends to be higher than the corresponding tangential stiffness.

As a result, their specific values have a negligible influence on the FRF and

damper behaviour, i.e. it is the weaker (tangential) spring which ”counts”, as390

demonstrated in [49].

For all these reasons this paper focuses on the direct estimation of tangential

contact stiffness values of non rolling cylinder-on-flat and flat-on-flat contacts.

To this purpose, as shown in Fig. 7b-c, local (i.e. tangential) hysteresis cycles

are used to relate the tangential component of a contact force (TR or TL) to the395

corresponding relative damper-platform displacement (tRD− tRP or tLD− tLP ).

A specific procedure has been developed to estimate tangential contact stiffness

values and relate them to the contact pressure:

• As descried previously, the period of vibration is divided into stages,

marked by a symbol and a number. The portions of the cycle corre-400

sponding to a stick state are identified by selecting the portions of the

cycle with a T/N ratio varying in time (see Fig. 7a), e..g stages 4-5 and

7-8 for the cylinder-on-flat interface.

• The corresponding portions of the cycle are identified on the local hys-

teresis cycle (i.e. Fig. 7b-c), the slope of the local hysteresis cycle close to405

that stage corresponds to the interface.

The procedure described above yields as many kt estimates at the stick contact

states identified on the T/N diagram. In the present case ktR4 and ktR7 for

the cylinder on flat interface and ktL2 and ktL8 for the flat-on-flat interface

highlighted in Fig. 7b-c. The reader will notice that ktR4 6= ktR7 and ktL2 6=410

ktL8. It will be shown in the following section how these differences are linked

to the actual pressure at the contact interface.

5. Contact pressure

Contact pressure can be defined with increasing accuracy levels:
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1. the centrifugal load produces a ”nominal mean” value of normal load and415

therefore of contact pressure, both at the cylinder-on-flat and flat-on-flat

contact;

2. this mean value may vary in time due to the harmonic component of the

contact forces;

3. finally, in the case of conforming contacts (i.e. flat-on-flat) the pressure420

distribution may change depending on the position of the left contact

force resultant and to the specific configuration of the mating surfaces

(platform-damper).

The purpose of this section is to show how inadequate ”nominal contact pres-

sure” concept (point 1 of the list above) is and to propose a more refined alter-425

native. This last task is performed differently depending on the geometry of the

contact. In the case of the cylinder-on-flat contact interface (ktR) it is sufficient

to look at the value of the normal contact force during that stage as the contact

is non-conforming (see Fig. 8), i.e. point 2 of the list above is enough. As ex-

pected, higher values of contact stiffness are found at stages where the normal430

contact force is higher (i.e. ktR4 > ktR7 since NR4 > NR7).

In the case of the flat-on-flat contact interface (ktL), the normal contact force

value as well as its position and the contact interface configuration play an

important role. For this reason the configuration of damper and platform were

scanned using a profilometer at multiple locations along the damper axial length.435

The resulting profiles were found to be very repeatable, a sample of which is

reported in Fig. 9a. It can be observed that the flat-on-flat contact is far from

continuous, two protrusions can be observed at the outer edges of the damper.

The effective width of the contact area is definitely smaller than the nominal

one (≈ 2.5 mm vs. 6.3 mm). This has obvious consequences on the contact440

pressure values, which become larger than the expected ”nominal” values.

As a first hand approximation is it possible to assume a linear distribution of

contact pressure and therefore sketch the contact pressure on the flat contact

interface during the stages (see Fig. 7b-c) used to estimate ktR and ktL. The
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linear distribution of contact pressure assumption will fail to catch very local445

effects (i.e. local sharp peaks at the edges of the contact), but will give an

adequate estimate of the mean pressure on each protrusion during stages 2 and

8.

It can be observed that ktL2 > ktL8 despite the fact that the normal contact

force at stage 2 is slightly lower than that at stage 8. However, in this specific450

case, at stage 2 the contact force lies on one of the pads that constitute the

flat interface, thus yielding a very high and localized contact pressure (see Fig.

9b). On the other hand, at stage 8, the contact force resultant is between the

two pads, thus yielding a uniform (and lower) contact pressure (see Fig. 9c).

Once again it is observed that tangential contact stiffness values increase with455

increasing contact pressure.

6. Contact stiffness values: a summary of results

Tangential contact stiffness at the cylinder-on-flat and flat-on-flat interface

has been here measured for two sets of curved-flat dampers sharing the same

material and dimension but slightly different platform angles. The experimental460

campaign saw increasing values of centrifugal load (CF), different amplitudes

of motion and frequency of excitation. However only the centrifugal load (i.e.

linked to contact pressure) had a significant effect on the contact stiffness values:

the dependence of contact stiffness on the effective mean pressure at the contact

is here investigated. As described above, tangential relative displacements are465

measured directly and related to the corresponding tangential contact force. As

further commented on in [54], this technique is applicable only if the contact is

not rolling.

Cylinder-on-flat interface. In all cases the cylinder-on-flat tangential contact

stiffness, computed for a controlled length of contact of 8 mm, is related to the470

linear contact pressure (normal load NR per unit length). It was here chosen

not to apply Hertz theory to compute the contact area and therefore the contact

pressure because the main goal is to provide the designer with straightforward
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information (i.e. directly linked to the centrifugal load). The results are reported

in Fig. 10a. The error bars are obtained as described in Appendix A. Results475

for the different dampers are consistent (i.e. different dampers show similar kt

values provided the contact pressure is in the same range) and show a positive

dependence on the contact pressure, as already observed in [59].

Flat-on-flat interface. In all cases the flat-on-flat tangential contact stiffness is

computed for a controlled axial length of contact of 8 mm. Given the results evi-480

denced in Sect. 5, the width of contact is estimated directly using a profilometer

for all investigated dampers. In all cases the tangential contact stiffness is re-

lated to the contact pressure, obtained considering both the magnitude of the

normal force resultant and its position. The results are reported in Fig. 10b.

As in the previous case, the contact stiffness increases with contact pressure.485

An additional comparison is performed using results on a curved-flat damper

already presented in [52] and tested on the first Piezo Damper Rig for a limited

centrifugal load range. Once again the effective mean value of contact pressure

is estimated using the combined experimental results from profilometer and con-

tact force amplitude and position, as described in Sect. 4-5.490

Results for the three different curved-flat dampers (measured on two different

rigs) are remarkably consistent. This consistency is the result of the careful

consideration of the effective loading conditions of the flat-on-flat contact sur-

faces during the different stages of the cycle. It is worth noticing that if the

contact stiffness values had been plotted against the ”nominal” contact pressure495

no clear trend would have been observed.

7. Numerical simulation

The effectiveness of the contact parameter estimation procedure is tested by

feeding the parameters to a damper simulation tool already presented in [25, 60].

The numerical tool will produce hysteresis cycles which will be compared ex-post500

with their experimental counterpart. The sole inputs to the code are:
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Figure 10: a. Tangential contact stiffness at the cylinder-on-flat interface as a function of the

effective mean ”linear” contact pressure. b. Tangential contact stiffness at the flat-on-flat

interface as a function of the mean effective contact pressure.

Figure 11: Measured vs. Simulated platform-to-platform hysteresis cycle for CF= 8kg, f=100

Hz, 20 µm imposed motion. Numerical result obtained with a. normal load-dependent b.

constant tangential contact stiffness. c. HBM equivalent of the cycles in Fig. 11b.

• mass and inertia properties of the damper (the damper is simulated as a

rigid body);

• position of the selected contact nodes with respect to the damper center

of mass;505

• experimental conditions, i.e. frequency, centrifugal force, recorded relative

platform motion signal;

• contact parameter values from Sect. 4.

The damper equilibrium equations can be solved either using HBM as in [25]

or the time-marching technique developed in [60]. No other assumption or fine510
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tuning technique is here applied. The resulting hysteresis cycle and damper

kinematics are compared to their experimental counterpart. It should be noted

that the platform-to-platform hysteresis cycle, not used to estimate contact pa-

rameters, is here used solely as validation data. Furthermore, unlike platform-

to-damper cycles, it provides a synthetic representation of the overall damper515

effect on the blades (the ultimate goal of the present investigation). The slopes

of the stick portion of the cycle are linear combination of the contact stiffness

values, while the upper and lower force limits (flat portions of the cycle) are

influenced by the friction coefficient values.

As evidenced in Sect. 6 contact stiffness values can undergo changes even during520

a single period of vibration. This, in principle, can be accommodated inside the

damper numerical model. The result of such choice is shown in Fig. 11a. The

shape similarity is remarkable, with an area which is only 4% smaller than the

measured one.

On the other hand, the damper numerical model should be seen as a design tool525

and, as such, it should be easy and quick to use. It is acceptable and necessary to

update contact stiffness values depending on the centrifugal load. It may not be

practical however, to have to change the contact stiffness values during a period

of vibration. A second simulation was run using mean values of contact stiffness,

i.e. with reference to Fig. 7b-c ktR4 < ktR < ktR8 and ktL8 < ktL < ktL2. The530

result is shown in Fig. 11b. The shape similarity has diminished, but the area is

approximately unchanged. Furthermore, if the harmonic balance equivalent of

the cycle 5 is considered (see Fig. 11c), the differences become truly negligible.

The effect of the contact stiffness values on the hysteresis cycle changes with the

amplitude of platform-to-platform motion. The case shown in Fig. 11 displays535

a moderate amount of bilateral gross slip and has been chosen purposely as a

demonstrator. Should the amplitude of motion be larger, than the effect of the

contact stiffness on the overall area of the cycle would decrease as demonstrated

in [61].

5first harmonic of displacement vs. first harmonic of the force
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Similarly, the choice of keeping the friction coefficients constant throughout the540

period of vibration, despite the slight asymmetry evidenced in Sect. 4.1, does

produce a simulated platform-to-platform cycle slightly taller than its measured

counterpart. Nevertheless, these differences are deemed acceptable as the sim-

ulated HBM equivalent of the platform-to-platform hysteresis cycle (i.e. the

effect on the blades) differs from the measured counterpart by less than 5% on545

equivalent stiffness (see Fig. 11c) and 3% on equivalent damping (i.e. the area

of the cycle).

8. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel test rig for the direct experimental investiga-

tion of the mechanics of underplatform dampers under realistic experimental550

conditions in terms of frequencies and nominal contact pressures. The experi-

mental results are here used to estimate tangential contact stiffness and friction

coefficient values to be fed to a damper-blades numerical model. The following

observations can be drawn from the results analysis:

• frequency does not affect contact parameter values in the investigated555

range 10-300 Hz;

• friction coefficient values are repeatable, affected by a moderate dispersion;

• measured contact stiffness values are influenced by the contact pressure,

or normal load per unit length in the case of cylinder-on-flat interfaces.

Measured contact stiffness values from different dampers are remarkably repeat-560

able and consistent, provided that the effective contact pressure is recorded. If

flat-on-flat interfaces are concerned, the nominal contact pressure (i.e. mean

value of normal load over nominal contact area) should be substituted with the

mean effective contact pressure concept, taking into account the value of normal

load at a given instant in time, its position over the surface and the interface565

morphology. This finding proves that mapping contact parameter values is in-

deed possible, however predicting the contact stiffness of an interface without
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specific information over its morphology does introduce a large degree of uncer-

tainty.

The effectiveness of the contact parameter estimation procedure is further con-570

firmed by the comparison of the present set of results with those found on similar

dampers on a previous Piezo Damper rig.

The contact parameters thus derived are fed to a state-of-the-art damper nu-

merical model. The ensuing experimental-numerical comparison confirms that

the contact parameter estimate allows reconstructing platform-to-platform hys-575

teresis cycles simply starting from the relative motion of the platforms.
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Appendix A. Remark on uncertainty of tangential contact stiffness580

results

Measurement uncertainty (derived from instruments specs and error propa-

gation techniques) is quite low. In fact, the tangential contact stiffness is defined

as the ratio of a variation of the contact force over a variation of displacement.

This kind of procedure rids the measurement of the most common forms of bias585

if the calibration factors are known accurately. A much larger source of uncer-

tainty is instead introduced by the data processing technique. In fact, results

change depending on the selected portion of curve.

Although a procedure has been devised in order to standardize the selection

process, this variability is still critical. In order to take this effect into account590

a linear least square fitting is performed. This procedure gives two important

pieces of information:

• the R2 coefficient, a measure of the goodness of the fit, i.e. the fraction of

the variability of the experimental data accounted for by the linear model;
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• the slope of the fitted line together with its standard deviation.595

When the model is a very good fit, there is little deviation between the data and

the model: in this case it holds R21. The investigated cases display R2 values

always above 0.92. The standard deviation is represented in Fig. 10 using error

bars.
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